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Three Nights of Wild Campaigning Planned
McConnell Auditorium will be wall to wall confetti,
cardboard and coffee cups Sunday morning, January 29,
The quiet, constant swish of brooms will contrast
three nights of raucous campaigning, formally labeled
the SGA Nominating Convention.
Preparation for this annual three day assembly,
slated for January 26, 27 and 28, is now underway,
according to Dewain Lien, Elections Chairman.
"Each dorm has been asked to select representa.
tives to attend the Convention," Lien stated. Dorm dele.
gations can select and run students for SGA offices.
Positions available are president, executive vice.presi.
dent, social vice.president, secretary, and six legislative
sea.ts.
As in national ~rty conventions, candidates and their
respective supporters, will deliver speeches and parti.
cipate in demonstrations during the three dayassembly.
Convention actlviti~s will draw to a ·close Saturday
night when delegation representatives selectamaximum
of two candidates for ea.ch SGA office. These candi.
dates will be voted 'Upon by the general student body
the following Friday.
The results of campaigning and subsequent voting will
be revealed to all campaigners Friday nightata banquet
to be held at Sue Lomba.rd.
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Inadequacies
Seen In Budget
By Dr. Brooks

Apprehension Evident:
Deans Avoid Curbstone
BY STEVE MILLER
NEWS EDITOR

Under the budget propased by
Governor Dan Evans for Cen·
tral's next biennium the college
"would be unable to make up
longstanding deficiencies," according to President Dr. James
E. Brooks.
The $ l 71h million operational
budget proposed by Governor
Evans to the State Legislature
is about $7 million short of Cen.
tral's request.
"If we receive this budget
we will be able to make improvements, but we will be unable to
make up long standing deficien.
cies and fully meet the new de-.
mands being placed on us/' Dr.
Brooks said.
Governor Evans proposed
greatest. cuts in Central's requested budget in the areas of
instruction ($4. 7 million) and
library ($1.1 million). "Instruc.
tional equipment is actually budgeted for $3,000 less than we are
spending in this biennium," Dr.
Brooks noted.
The capital budget asked by
the Governor for Central'sbuild·
jng program is "somewhat de.
ceptive," Dr. Brooks said. ot
the $18 m1llion figure only$1.28
million would come from the
· state general fund.

It seems that not only students
but administrators, are appr&.
hensive about appearing at curb.
stone, SGA's student forum. ·
Recently, in an effort to add
go.p0wer to the Curbstone for.
mat, Maged Mughrabi, commit•
tee chairman, invited three ad.
ministrative representatives to
the proceedings. ,Those selected
to speak were Y. T. Wither•
spoon, dean of students, Mary.
belle Rockey, dean of women,
and Don Wise, dean of men.
Only Dean Wise consented to
appear before the students he
'is charged with serving.

ceived no written invitation to
speak.
All three officials were sent
written invitations to speak on
pre.arranged topics, according
to curbstone committee chair.
man Mughrabi.
"I think that these adminis..
trators have neglected their
duties. Il the students want to
question them on school issues
they should not hesitate to
come.'' Mughrabi stressed.

Dean Rockey declined to add.
ress the SUB Cage audience.
"The forum is no way to d~s..
cuss things. It amounts to pa sing
before students with axes to
grind," she concluded.
Dean Withersp0on endorsed
Curbstone as a student activ.
ity, but refused to attend it unless
he was assigned a specific topic
to expaund up0n. Wit~erspoon
also reported that he had r~

DEAN WITHERSPOON
No invitation received

Bomb Threat Suspect Charged

Nazi Rockwell
To Speak Here
George Lincoln Rockwell, con·
troversial leader of the current
Nazi movement in America, will
twice address the faculty and
student body of CWSC on Wednesday, Jan. 25, 1967.
His speech, "The Philosophy
and Activities of the American
Nazi Party," will be presented
at 4:00 p.m. in McConnell audi·
torium and at 8:00 p.m. in the
Hebler Elementary Auditorium.
A question • and· answer period
will follow each appearance.
(See iage 2 for story)

Friday, January 20, 1967

CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE

In Only?
This is the door, that leads to the office, that hides
the man, that deans the students, in the town where

Central is. Deans Witherspoon (students) and Rockey
(women) lave declined to appear before students at the
Curbstone opinion forum. Dean Witherspoon demands
a specific topic. Dean Rockey simply won't appear.
(Photo by Craig Markham)

Ellensburg police have charged Douglas Charles Stromberg
with threatening Meisner Hall with a bomb.
Stromberg, a Bellevue freshman residing at Barto Hall, has
posted $1000 bail.
Police .stress that he is not being accused of all six bomb threats
that plagued the Central campus this week.
The rash c:4 bomb threats .began at 8:15 Monday evening when
Hitchcock was contacted. Minutes later the entire dorm was
evacuated. Roughly fourteen hours later at 10: 30 Tuesday morning,
Meisner received a similar warning.
Alt a:weared normal until 7: 10 that~ evening. Again the desk
clerk at Hitchcock received a threatening phone call provoking
Immediate evacuation.
The dorm residents had barely returned to their rooms when
another bomb threat was made at 11:45 p.m. Hitchcock girls
again .made a fast exit to Meisner.
Another call was placed to Meisner at 1: 35 Wednesday morning
causing its occupants to dorm hop again.
A final bomb threat was made to Hitchcock at 8: 15 that morning.
Campus and city p0llce and the Sberlff's office responded to all
six alarms. Extensive searching provided no trace of a bomb.
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Nazi Pushes Anti-Semitism,White Supremacy
The Central Washington col·
ject of recent articles in sev• Jewish conspiracy," return the
lege community will have an op. eral major magazines, ls the Negro to Africa, put an end to
portunity to evaluate the ideas first in a series of nationally miscegenation, and abolish the
and opinions of one af America's
prominent figures SGA hopes to "Marxist" United Nations. The
most radical political thinkers,
bring to the school. The program , generally disapproving reacWednesday.
is put forth, says SGAPresident tions of his audiences have
George Lincoln Rockwell, John Kinsey, "in the interest ranged from Antioch College's
Commander of the American of controversy" and to introduce planned total silence to a sponNazi Party and self.proclaimed
Central's student bodytoabroad taneous right hook thrown by a
saviour of the non.Jewish white
spectrum of political thought. San Diego State listener to the
race, will_ make SGA-sponsored ·
Rockwell has been a frequent Nazi leader's jaw.
appearances in McConnell and visitor to campuses across the
A man with a broad and varied
Hebeler Auditoriums.(See page
country since the early 1960's background, Rockwell often sur1 for details)
when he first began his present prises audiences with his aca·
Commander Rockwell, the subcampaign to halt the ''subversive demic manner. A graduate of
Hebron Academy, a leading prep
school, he attended Brown Uni·
versity until his junior year
when World War II called him
into the Navy. He served with
distinction, earning nine decorations as a bomber pilot in the
Atlantic.
After stints as an award win·

nlng commercial artist and
founder of a successful advertising firm, Rockwell rejoined
the Navy for the duration of the
Korean War. Upon his release
from active duty, he set up a
one~magazine
publishing firm
which met with little success.
It was at this point that Lincoln
Rockwell (he prefers to drop
the George) decided to devote
full time to defending the pure
Aryan race against the "Com- .
munistic J ewlsh conspiracy"
which he feels began with Marx

and Engels.
Rockwell claims to have ded·
icated his life to "freeing hu·
manity from Jewish domination
and subversion in all their
forms, and the creation of an
idealistic, racially realistic, socially progressive, international
world order.''
This, he feels, can only be
done through ''National Social·
ism," - the doctrine of idealo
ism-the sacrifice of the selfish,
ingrown ego for the good of
one's fellows!' ·

HITLER WAS RIGHT

DIAMOND

ENCHANTMENT

Chastek Visits,
Clarifies Draft
That little, gray-haired, old
man with the twinkle in his eye,
who controls the destiny of many
young men in Washington, visited
Central's campus recently.
CaPtain Chester Chastek,
Washington State Selective Servo
ice director, appeared here, on
be half of his office, to clarify
present draft Policies for in·
quisitive Central men.
Chastek reparted that no major
induction policy revisions are
planned.
The state draft call, recently
averaging 500 men per month,
should taper off to 300, accord·
ing to the Captain.
Chastek expressed dismay
over contin1Jed resistance to in·
ductfon.
"The Selective Service has
never encountered this difficulty
in past wars," Chastek stated.
"No one appears willing to
trav~l 10,000 miles to defend a
mi sunder stood war," he con·
eluded.

... each a masteru·ork
of true fashion design,
revealing the maximum
brilliance and beauty of a
brilliant center diamond.
Choose the style you
prefer from our distinctive
Enchantment collection.

"AUGUSTA"

425oo

"PLANO''

32500

"CELESTE"

~-500o

Ski
Headquarters

WHITE PEOPLE UNITE!.
The Pitch
Part of the pitch American Nazis attempt to peddle
is designed to appeal to white racists on the extreme
end of the civil rights 00.cklash. This photo and slogan
. ts from the inside 00.ck cover of the Stormtrooper,
official magazine of the American Nazi party. Lincoln
Rockwell advocates white supremacy and antl-semitlsm,
with emphasis on the former.

The Latest in
Records and
Accessories

Ski Co111bo No. 1
Includes skis, bindings
and poles-one year warranty s3995 value

Ski Co111bo No. 2
Includes skis, bindings and poles
21 piece laminated-one year warranty

.$484
Ski Poles A&T
all sizes .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....
Ski Boot Trees $3 value . . . . . . . . . . . .$287
Ski Gloves Ladies & Mens . . . . .......... . $199
Mens & Womens
Ski Mittens Heavy Duty Leather ...... ..... $387
.

95

.

Hours
Mon.-Thur.10:30-5:30
Fri. 10:30-9:00
Sat. 9:30-5:30

iG.,,m.#:_

Plaza Record Shop
in the Plaza

·--

.. 8"'%'Jll:REOlll!IO'U'NDll

~

Fell'W881lCI Teidter'lbellles

COME EARLY FOR BEST SELECTIONS

YOUR COLLEGE

Bookstore

Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon thru Fri.. ·
STEREO

ENGLISH HITS OF '65
BILLY STRANGE

11 a.m.-4 p.m. Saturdays
~PITOL •

DOT • MERCURY • MGM
•DECCA• VERVE• COLUMBIA• CORAL

POPULAR ·
JAZZ ·
CLASSICAL

OR

From Former List Price

HUNDREDS TO
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Librarians Ask
For Increase
On Book Fines

CampusCrier
EDITORIAL PAGE

Central library officials are
seeking approval from the President's Council to substantially
increase library fines.

''Spotlight on Opinion''

In Only?

Jf the new fine scale is ap.
proved, students would be
charged 50c per day for the first
three days and 25c per day thereafter o Fines on reserved books
would als6 be hiked.

Dean of Students Witherspoon and Dean of Women Rockey have
refused to appear at Curbstone, the student opinion forum. Dean
Witherspoon wants an assigned topic he claims he hasn't got.
ten. Dean Rockey simply won't subject herself to students "with
axes to grind."
Dean of Men Don Wise, to his credit, has been to Curbstone,
answered questions, and asked a few of his own.
·Last spring quarter some 60 protesia.nts of the war in Viet.
na.m staged a peace march between Ellensburg and the campus.
Across the street marched counter.protesters of 150 hecklers;
many threw eggs and water balloons. The counter.protest as.
sumed appearances of a mob when the two groups met before Mc.
Connell auditorium.
"We knew about the march. When we heard the marchers,
I was out the door of my otf1ce, and almost ran into Dean Quann
(formerly of men). We both made it down between the two groups
in about a minute and a half,., commented former Acting Dean
of Men John Silva, shortly after the incident. ViOlence was thus
averted.
We would suggest to Deans Witherspoon and Rockey that they
are not glorWed counselors. There will be instances when no
one will be assigning topics, and there will be 'axes' all around.
If our Deans are going to rise to the occasions, their doors are
going to have to open both ways.

"Stiffer fines appear to be
the only way .to curb a 12 to
15 per cent overdue book rate,"
Clifford Wolfsehr, assistant
director of public services, said.
"The library feels that the
majority of students are being
cheated when library materials
are used irresp0nsibly," Wolf·
sehr stated.

Library officials encourage
students to suggest alternative
ways of solving the problem.

-

Watch Closely

Party ,Dead

We feel at this time that the .
constructive, diligent, and dedicated opposition we ha,d hoped for
has not been formed. The Stu.
dent Abolition Party of last
. yea.r's convention merely sought
to draw attention to itself and
certain of its spokesmen, and
was not a sincere effort to
aid student government.
The George Hobart support.
ers came closest to forming a
true opposition, but they, too,
dwindled after the el~tions •••
we wish they had stayed. We will
not accept blame for the lact
that an_opposition did not form
• • • the blame lies with those
who failed to form it • • • Therefore, we must announce that
there is no more Campus Pro.
-gressive Party.
Those Who Hoped

To the Editor,
Lincoln Rockwell will shout hatred here next Wednesday.
The Campus Progressive
Presumabley, he will preach some of the anti.Semitic, racist
Party began last .fa.111 and was
dogma that is the life-blood of the American Nazi Party. A
created with two purposes in
Rockwell speech drips hatred, bigotry and social enmity.
mind. First, to generate a two.
Rockwell is an orator with the ability to stir his audiences to
party system on the Central
a freiszy. As a speaker Rockwell is the neighborhood bully and
campus, and second, · to ful.
he pushes his listeners .face-first into the muck.
fill four major objectives.
/ American Nazllsm is built on hatred and unreason; Rock.
Perhaps the need for the two.
well's task is to stir these same characterists in his audiences.
party system, as we saw it,
We commend SGA for booking Rockwell. Anti-democracy is
should be eXplained. It was felt
not always so obvious; students should study Rockwell closely.
The symptoms of the disease he represents can be expected to · that a party system would force
candida. tes to run on issues ra th.
always be the same.
er than on personalities. By
taking a stand, as a group, on
significant issues, if the stand
was firm enou¢t, there would
be opposition to it, and another
party would form out of a na.
Heggen_ tural tendency for people to
align themselves with those who
This weekend, SGA is presenting two of John Ford's finest share their views.
The party system, we believed,
films, "The Informer' and "The Grapes of Wrath."
would be extern ely beneficial to
In his fifty years in Hollywood, John Ford bas directed over
those people elected as SGA Ex.
one hundred motion pictures. Many of these films can easily
ecutives, for they would have a
be forgotten, but a few of these_ pictures have provided the
known group of people who beAmerican cinema with some of its greatest moments.
lieved in their program, and
Based upon Liam O'Flaherty's novel of the same name, "The
would be able to draw on those
Informer" concerns the plight of a dUll-witted man, portrayed
people for help during their
superbly by Victor Mela.glen, who during the Irish Rebellion
terms of office. As a result,
betrays his best friend for a 20 pound reward.
the executives would be free to
Assisted by Dudley Nichols, who adapted the novel for the
be more creative in ther posi.
screen, ford has created. a film which glows with a rare and
tions. More students would behaunting beauty, and which has been proclaimed as one of the
come involved in student govern. ·
finest American motion picutes ever made.
m ent, because the running of any
Never once losing the sweep of Steinbeck's nove, "The Grapes
political machine (we use the
of Wrath" tells the story of the Joad family which has been
word not in the negative sense)
caught between the ravages of nature and economics.
necessitates the utilization of
"The Informer" will be shown at 7 p.m. Friday and 10 p.m.
many workers, doing large and
Saturday. "The Grapes of Wrath" will be shown .lo p.m. Friday
small jobs in order to keep the
and 7 p.m. Saturday. Both features are scheduled for McConnell
machine rwµling efficiently-.
Auditorium.
Also, a healthy spirit of op.
position would be present in the
party not in power, and elect.
ed officers would constantly be
called on to examine their ac.
tions, thus making student
All-AMERICAN COLLEGE NEWSPAPER 1965-66
government more meamngful
Published weekly on Fridoys during the acodemic year ~xcept .
test weeks and holidays. Entered as second class matter at the
and more alert in the .face of
U.S. Post Office, Ellensburg, Wash. 98926.
an ever.present opposition. The
Editor-in-chief, Poul R. Hort; Managing Editor, Vicki Folkenbasic assumption is that the op.
bury; News Editor, Steve Miller; Sports Editor, Greg Bolvi; Head
Copy Editor, Rik Nelson; Copy Editors, Jim Cornes, C. E. Underposition party would be sincere
wood, and Dennis Pearson; Business Manager,
Sharon Thompson;
in its desire to see student
Advertising Representative, Ed Hartstein; Assistant Advertising
government be more meaning.
Representative, Richard Wrght.
ful, and that the opposition would
Reporters:
Chris Edwardson,
Sandi
Lomb, Sharon Jackson,
Nikki Long, Jenny Trefren, Laurel Smith, Mory Gossage, Rita
have constructive goals.

- SGA Movie Preview

Ford's Finest Films Shown

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Rodger

Ca01pus Crier

Hudziok, Lindo Huntington, Shem-Lord
ldolo,
Lorry Burrough,
Joe Entrikin, Greg Trousdale, Roger Heggen and Joe Grove.
Chief photographer: Craig Markham;
contributing
photographer,
Pete
Edlund .
Faculty Adviser, Douglas A. Long.

The objectives as outlined in
the platform have been accomplished; we hope that they will
be perpetuated by student gov.
~~nme1;1~ in the future.

Affiliated with Associated Collegiot. Press, Minneapolis, Minn.,
and National Educational Advertising Services, New York. Printed
on the Record Press El leosburg, Wash.
;. > • ;.
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L~oki_ng

Back

To The Editor,
Almost a year has passed since
I first considered running for the
office of SGA President and now
comes the time to look again at
campaign promises, may objec.
tives for student governmoot,
and to evaluate what has been
done in the course of a year.
,I t is a year for which I would
like to thank every student on
campus. The opportunities it
has opened tomepersonallyhave
been tremendous.
In looking back, there are
a few observations which I think
should be made.
1. Central Washington State
College probably has one of the
- most progressive administra..
tions in the nation. I say this
from my working experience with
the administration.
2. Because of the atmosphere
that exists on Central's campus,
I feel that the opportunity for
students to become involved in
activities that direct1y concern
their.lives is overwhelming. All
it takes is students who ar(:' .
interested and willing to do their
part.
Getting back to the campaign
promises, I would like to have
recorded the objectives outlined
in my platform and the things

that ·Student Government has
done, and then let you, the stu.
dents, hold final judgment.
THE OBJECTIVES AND HOW
THEY WERE ACCOMPLISHED:
1. To encourage greater stu.
dent involvement in the operation
of the college. Students have a
voice on the Registration Ad.
visory Committee; students
· were active in the revision of
the General Educa ti.on Require-·
ments this year, to the extent of
having a voice at the final Board
of Trustees meeting at which the
decision about the revision was
made; the SGA President has a
seat on the President's Coun.
ell.
2. To direct the attention of
the adlpinistration and the facul.
ty to student opinion. Faculty and
administration members ha. ve
been involved in SGA-sponsored
Popcorn Forums. TheSGAPres. ·
ident has a seat on the Prest.
dent's Council, where he serves
as representative of the entire
student body.
3. To give students opportun.
ities to develop and express their
ideas concerning problems
which affect our society. On
February 7 and 8 students who
sign up wi~ ha. ve the opportunity to be transported, at Student
Government expense, to the Leg.
islature in Olympia, where they
will participate in Legislative
Seminars. During the campaign
for Referendum 15, applications
for absentee ballots, and cover
letters explaining the bill were
sent to all students of voting
age. Five thousand postcards
were sent to parents of Cen.
tral students as vote.reminders,
and a special edition of the Crier
was also sent.
4. To encourage the SGA to
establish activities that will ap.
peal to all students. The atmos.
phere ofStudentGovernmentthis
year has been conducive to the
·creating and recognizing of 15
new clubs to cater to student.
interest•.
I hope that the fulfillment of
these . objectives will not halt
at the end of my term in of.
flee. It would be my hope that
many of the outgrowths of tqese
objectives will come to fruition
in the future.
John Kinsey

-Insight l n t e r n a t i o n a / - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Prob 1ems of Arab-Israeli Dispute Examined
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - B y Maged Mughrabi-War is cruel, immoral and savage wherever
it occurs and the Ne31' East is no exception.

MAGED
MUGHRABI

Peace could be achieved if there were sincerity
among the various leaders and less mistrust
in that area. There have been many resolutions set by the United Nations concerning
the "Arab-Israel" conflict that have never been
implemented-from the partition of Palestine
to rehabilitation of the Palestinian refugees.

To understand the conflict it would be advantageous to consider
a few facts from the past. It is a well-known fact that the state
of Israel did not exist before 1948. One gigantic problem arose
from this ·statehood: misplaced people. This is still a grave
situation and results from two main issues involved. First,
the British Balfour Declaration of November 1917, which pledged
the creation of a "national home" in Palestinefor all the "Jews."
The Jews that inhabited Palestine at the time were considered
Arabs because Judaism is a religion and not a nationality. The
"national home" was created mainly for the European Jews
who were considered foreigners by the Arabs.
Second, the struggle is between the Arab Nationalist Movement · and the International Zionist Movement. The latter was
the main crusader in establishing the state of Israel. The Zion·
ists used different tactics in achieving their goals, such as
bribery, kidnapping and terrorism. There are many issues
involved but these are too complex to be mentioned now~
The state of Israel is here, but what can the Arabs do about
it? To me, not much. The mere reason ls that the Arab COWl•
tries are politically divided-varying from a revolutionary like
Syria to a reactionary like Saudi Arabia.
This problem has been confronted by the United Nation's
General Assembly many times. So the solution can and should
be made by this same body. This ls tie most practical way,
since neither side involved trusts the other.
The situation entered a new phase after the creation '1 the Palestinian Liberation Organization. Its goal is to liberate the
occupied portion of Palestine (Israel). The organization arose
mainly from the frustrations of the Arab Palestinian refugees.
We also have to take into account the diversion of the Jordan
River by Israel into the Negab Desert. This project would
bring two or three million immigrants into Israel • . Encouraging immigration through diversion is illegal and such a great
influx of people would jeopardize peace, in that area. Six mllllon
Israelis cannot really live and survive in three-thousand square

miles with limited resources
unless they expand at the expense
of neighboring countries or live
on international charity as they
do today. How long this charity
would continue is questionable.
The expansionist policy can be
looked at in two perspectives.
First, from a quote at the en·
trance of the Israeli Parlfq,m.ent,
"From the Euphrates to bA Nile

are the borders of the state of
Israel," and second, from the
latest military attack on Jordan
13 November, 1966, when three
Jordanian villages were de·
stroyed. The5e acts of aggres.sion were censored by the U.N.
Security Council.
This is a general rundown of
the Near East situation. It con·
tinues to be tense andexploslve.

However, the dumping ol. military hardware by the Soviet
Union and the United States only
adds fuel to the already warm
fire. This is supposed to maintain a balance at power between
the Israelis and Arabs, which
is pretty damn hilarious~ it is
just like having a balance of
power between Cuba and the
United States.

~~s~htCen~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Don't Abolish SGA!
- - - - - - - - - - - - B Y Mark JepsonOnce more the SGA nom.
inating convention ls upon us~
The campus is readying itself for another SGA cam.
paign. A feeling of excitement
pervades every corner of
sweecyland as the Wildcats
wonder who the nextSG.A. president will be. And yet in the
midst of this exciting time,
· although some find it hard to
MARK
believe, there are a few stu.
dents (perhaps as few as 90
JEPSON
per cent) who don't care.
Many people say that the SG_A legislature
does not have any purpose. They say that the
business it does is unimportant. In answer,
let me point to some of the important things
done by this body.
First of all, the legislature appoints many
committees to investigate campus problems
and issues. The fact that these committees .
seldom have enough people to serve on them or
that they are sometimes never heard of after
the appointments, cannot be blamed entirely on
theSGA.
One of the most important ·jobs of the legis.
la ture is to approve or disapprove items or
ideas coming from the president or other execu.

tives. This is a big job in itself and keeps
the legislators on their toes but still gives
them time !or their most important responsi.
billty-rewriting the constitution and by.Jaws.
Hardly a month goes by that these docu.
ments1 so important to every student here, are
not changed in some wayo
The legislature has time to work on such
things now because under the present administration, the other, less important matters such
as finance, budget, activities, dorm matters
(off-campus being able to care for itself without organization), athletics, personnel, are de.
termined by the executives. This leaves the
legislature free to organize and re-organize
itself.
If one still falls to see that SGA is worth.
while, be may consider this fact: the people
who are working in SGA are the organizers,
the comm ttteemen, the constitution writers of
this campus. If, as some suggest, SGA were
abolished, these people, who now affect rela.
tively few students, would be free to organize
other areas of the campus.
It would be best for the college if those
working in SGA are allowed to continue work.
ing in the area where little total harm can be
done.

Vietnam Dialogue

Reality vs. Myth

Other Side of War

Pro
Con
-By Bob L e e - - - - - - - - - - - -......- - - - - - R o b b Tucker·& Jerry BoppAt the very outset of this article
I wish to make it clear . that I do
not consider myself an expert on the
Vietnam situation. One does not be·
come an expert by simply reading a
couple dozen books or by looking up
articles, policy statements, or ~ee
ments reached in far away places.
It is my opinion that a good deal
ol the present confusion and doubt
about our position in Vietnam stems
from the statements of self appointed
experts who for one1 reason or another (whether it be misguided judgment, intellectual bankruptcy, or per.
sonal vendetta,) have given birth to
and nourished myths and fallacies de·
signed to encourage an American Withdrawal.
If a discussion of the Vietnamese situ·
ation is to have any meaning, then we
must begin by exploding those myths.
First of all the Vietnam question ls
not a question of Love versus Hate
or a question ol War versus Peace.
No one pretends to like the war or
prefer it to peace, and it ls concern
for the well-being ol free people every.
where that we are trying to stop the
aggression of North Vietnam.
Another of the myths ls that this ls
a civil war. From its very inception
the activities of the Viet Cong have
been directed ·and supplied by North
Vietnam and other Communist C01Bl·
tries. The truth of the matter is that
this bas been and ls an attempt by
North Vietnam to impose control upon
the south.

We are told that the V.c. have the
support of the people '1 South Vietnam.
May I suggest that there is a vast
ditference between having the support
of the peaple and forced cooperation
out ~ fear of reprisal? Does the
fact that more than a mlllion North
Vietnamese peasants have fled from
· the north sound as though they wanted
to live under Communist control?

For humanitarian reasons we are
called upon to call a halt to the senseless bloodshed of the war. A very
noble sentiment; but does anyone believe that a U.s. withdrawal would
bring an end to the bloodshed? Have

The solution to the problem lies not
in demonstrations of emotion, but in
the firm resolve of the United States
and the people of South Vietnam to
see it through to an acceptable solution.

we so soon forgotten the bloodbaths in
China, Russia, Hwigary, and Tibet that
accompanied and followed Communist
takeover? Where are the cries of outrage when the V.c. deliberately kill and
injure hundreds in their terrorist bombing of market places, schools, and
theaters?
We a.re told by the Anti· Vietnam fac·
tion that we have no moral right to be
in Vietnam. Do we have a moral rlglt
to abandon the people of South Vietnam
and allow the North to impose control
over them?
It- is asserted that we are in violation of international law. This ls utterly
false. In the first place there ls no
such thing as international law. There
are international agreements, and it ls ~
these international agreements that
form the basis of our involvement.
Neitler the u.s. nor tie government of
South Vietnam were signators to the
Geneva Accords on Vietnam. We are
parties to the SEATO treaty which
specifically includes South Vietnam in
its area to ·be protected from aggression.

Today's world can be roughly divided by violent meaiis.
into two areas, "developed" and "unHistory shows that the French sowed
derdeveloped." The United States, the
the seeds of their own destruction in
Soviet Union, China, and Western EuVietnam. They came to Indochina in
rope are developed areas, and Latin
the name Of the French Revolution,
America, Africa, the Middle East, and
justitylng their imperialist domination
Southeast Asia are underdeveloped - in terms of propagating the ideals of
areas. The developed areas of the
the French Revolution amongst the "igworld are Power ·centers; the undernorant masses.''
developed areas are Power vacuums.
Thus it was because of this "French
The primary task now confronting
Enlightment" that the indigenous nathese new nations ls that of nation
tionalist movement came to challenge
building, economic development. HowFrench rule" The Vietnamese realized
ever, the plain fact is that these na·
that collectively they had the power to
tions lack the means, because of polit·
control their own destiny. One Vietlcal disunity, political instability, and
namese nationalist was able to transmit
over-population, to pUll themselves into
tie desires of the people into political
the twentieth century on their .own. action. Under Ho Chi Minh's tutelage,
outside help seems to be indispensable. the people of Vietnam came to value
In many areas it is Communist power
collective effort over individual libthat ls fiowing into this power void.
erty.
Where ls the West? All too often the
In fact, regardless ol his backgro1Bld,
West finds itself aligned with theforces
Ho's alternatives were not democracy
which are identified with colonialism
or dictatorship in forging the new naor the maintenance of the status quo.
tion-state of Vietnam • . The alternatives
·For the most part, the Communists do
were unity or disintegration. To insure
not have to combat this stigma. Conse.
unity of the nationalist movement and to
quently, the United S!ates faces a par.
direct it against the French colonialticularly difficult task in gaining the ism, Ho established himself as the
confidence of nations with a background
symbol of a unltied Vietnam. To do
of colonial domination.
this he had to crush all opposition"
The problem facing us in Vietnam to·
Thus it became possible for Ho to
day ls similar to that facing us in the
organize and direct the collective enrest ol the underdeveloped world. Howergies of the Vietnamese people against
. ever, the war there makes it impostie externally-imposed threat to tbelr
sible to begin the economic develop.
independence.
ment which ls so essential to nation
Today, as then, one of . the major
·building.
unifying forces in Vietnam is the move
(regardless of time or means used)
The question being resolved today
in Vietnam is that of who wlll control to throw out ' the external threat that
has historically aligned itself with the
the organs of government and thus be
in a position to build their country forces of colonialism. In this context,
politically, economically, and socially. .the United States seems to have aligned
itself with the forces opposing Viet.
It is to the sorrow of the V!etnamese
people that this issue is being re solved· namese nationalism.
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Novel Based Opera Set
To Appear on Campus
The "Best 0;0era of 1956",
"Susannah", by Carlisle Floyd,
is coming to Central. Based on
· the original story, "Susannah
and the Elders", the opera will
be presented Feb. 28, March 1,
2, 3, and .4 in McConnell Audi.
torium. Curtain time will be
8:15 p.m.
"Susannah" was first introduced in February, 1956 at
Florida State University. From
there it went to the New York
City Opera. It was there that
it won the a ward for being the
"Best Opera of 1956/'
The author calls his work a
"musical drama," but it is gen.
erally known as an opera, writ.
ten on an American theme, and
to be performed in English.
It is a modern tale, set in

0

the hills of Tennessee. The story
is about a beautiful young worn.
an who incurs l~e wrath of the
pious people of her town be.
cause of her appeal to all men.
It is a drama and much of the
suspense is added by brilliant
dancing and beautiful songs.
The production will be presented by the combined Music,
Drama and Dance Departments.
Production director wlll be Dr.
Milo Smith of the Drama de.
partmeut; Music directorwillbe
John De Merchant; and choreo. ·
grapher will be Molly Young.
The cast will be composed at
12 principal players, a mixed
chorus of 16 voices, and the
full orchestra.
Auditons will be held on Jan ..
17 and 18.

So Yell, Already!
Members of the energetic Sweecy pep squad bounce, cheer, and cajole support from massed
basketball fans. Pictured (L·R) are Ron Jones, Irene Bolick, Wendy Barnes, Donna Krause,
Art Mabbott (mostly hidden), and Elaine Hankins. Song and yell leaders think creatively,
practice much, work hard, and smile lots.

Sweat and Tears-Bring Cheers
An afternoon with Central' s
cheerleaders can reveal atu..
tudes towards everything from
pep to money, troubles to re.
wards.
The Wildcat song leaders in.
elude Elaine Hankins, Wendy
Barnes, Paula Kemp and Irene
Bolick. The members of the
yell staff are Marmee Anderson,
Donna Krause, Ron Jones and
Art Mabbott.
"A lot of kids don't really
understand how much time wehave to ~t in," stated Donna.
''You get to know each other.
You have this closeness, you
have to get along with each
other," added Elaine.
"There are rough parts, but
you still always care about each

HeTe 's 25¢
to help get you
thTough ·
·
mid-yea'I' .exams

LEE
·RIDERS

(When you can't afford to be dull)
Twenty-five cents is
what you get back on
the purchase of any size
package of NoDoz Keep
Alert Tablets or new
Chewable Mints. Safe as
coffee, NoDoz helps
restore your mental
vitality at a time when
you really can't afford
to be dull.
NoDoz won't make you
a genius. But it will help
bring you back to your
When you can't afford to be
'llull, sharpen your wits with
NoDoz . ·-. mail us the front
from any size NoDoz
package and we'll return
25¢ to you.

mental best ••• it will
aid your concentration
and intellectual effort
through hours of
studying.
So go ahead, sharpen ·
your wits with NoDoz.
Help restore your mental
vitality, pass your
exams, then mail us the
front panel or label from
any size package of
NoDoz* with this coupon.
And we'll mail you a
quarter (25¢) in return.
(A little extra cash-for your
post.~exams

other. You can't carry grudges,,'
Ron contributed.
"You give and you take," said
Irene.
The discussion ran to staff
attempts to encourage pep in
the school.
"We think through variety, we
may get a little more student
participation," Ron stated.
"We're looking for new ideas
all the time," added Wendy.
"We're trying to think of new
5o0gs and cheers that the kids
can participate in. usually a
song will be ·played and there
are no words for the kids to
sing so they just stand up and
clap and all they can yell ts
'Beat 'Em'," Wendy said.
''It takes a lot of time to

Men's-Dark Blue,
Light Blue, Wheat,
and Green

party)

Women's-Stretch
Light Blue, Dark Blue,
Wheat Green, and
~ilver Grey

Tablets or new Chewable Mints

think up new routines and try
to work them out and practice
to keep .the crowd interesteet,"
put in Donna.
"A lot of kids think that when
they come to college they can't
cheer anymore; that yelling is
high schoolish. But it isn't that
way. You still have a team out
there and that team can still
hear you," Ron added.
"There are only eight of us
against five thousand people,"
commented Donna.
·
"The schools that came last
year had organized groups and
we kept mentioning that we'd
like to have a group like that
and then somebody started it
here," mentioned Wendy, refer.
tng to the newly formed, S.G.A.
recognized Tom Cats.
"Munro started the new group
and they have their guys wear
sweat shirts and sit in one
section like Sue Lombard did,"
added Donna.
"We want to make a special
effort to co-operate with groups
like the Tom Cats to keep them
interested and let them know
that they're appreciated," Ron
said.
Other activities that keep the
cheerleaders busy througoout
the year besides going to all
the games are promoting differ.
ent means of building enthu..
siasm, like the tricycle race
during homecoming.
/Tryouts will be started spring
quarter for next year's staff.
The cheerleaders offered a few
guide lines to describe those
students who should be interest.
ed. They felt cheerleaders must
be people who love people.
Cheerleaders must meet peo.
pie, and smile.

But hurry, offer ends Feb. 28. No refunds after March 7, 1967. Mail coupon today!

p•••••••••••••I
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Bristol-Myers/Grove Division, P.O. Box 4808, Clinton, Iowa 52732

*Enclosed is (check one): O Wrapper from NoDoz Mints, or O Front
panel from package of 15 or 36 NoDoz Tablets, or O Front label
from bottle of 60 NoDoz Tablets.
Please return 25 cents (one quarter) to:
Name·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I
I

I

11.--_.;e;;.;o;;;;o.;. _ --.11
I

Address

City

State_ _ ZipCode___

I

Mills
Saddle N Tog
Complete Western
Outfitters
4th & Main - 962-2312

THE
DANCE
Children's Dance
Ballet (all
ginning

levels

Rhythmical
Exercise

thru be-

pointe)

(adult

,
women)

Call Mrs. Cox
925-5338 days 968-3367 eves.
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Registration Changes Considered By Faculty
Possible changes in CWSC' s
registration policy are present.
ly under study by a faculty com.
mittee.
Under consideration are Sat.
urday classes, the basic re.
quirement change' s effecf upon
registration, pre-registration,
a_nd the order in which -students

should register.
"Saturday classes would elim.
inate a lot of credits being
taught on a five-day basis,"·
stated Enos Underwood, regis.
trar. Saturday classes would fall
into a Tuesday, Thursday, Sat.
urday schedule. "Already going
into effect Fall 1967 will be a

14 periodday," continued Under.

wood.

"There is much to justify
Saturday classes because Cen.
tral is a resident college. At
the present time there are per.
iods during the day when there
is not a free classroom on cam.
pus," remarked Underwood.

Frustration
Typical of the mind-churning aftermath of bad luck at Central's registration ls this "portrait
ol. frustration. Class cards are handed out on a first come, first serve basis, and many
a student is forced back to his catalogue by course closures. Little likelihood of achange .
to a pre-registration system is seen, however. The main advantage of the present system
ls the inexpensiveness of schedule changeso
(Photo by Pete Edlund)

REQUIREMENT CHA.NGE
Passage of the basic require.
ment change would necessitate
the consideration of its pas.
sible effect upon registration.
Although pre-registration will
be considered, Underwood felt
its disadvantages to the college
and the students outweigh the
advantages and that it is not
likely to replace the present
system.
Pre-registration by IBM machine would require the student
to submit a request card with
desired classes and alterna•
tives. This card would then go
through the machine and return
the student's class schedule.
The student would not have a
choice of time, instruct9r or
section. To change a class, a
student would be charged a fee
of $10-$15. The University of
Washington, which uses pre.
registration, charges a fee of
$15 to change or drop .a class.
SCHEDULE CHANGES
At Central there is a turnover
of approximately 500 students
each quarter. "What happens
to the classes reserved for these
500 students who do not .return
the next quarter? The U of W
can simply eliminate a class that
does not fill because of stu.
dents not returning, whereas
Central is not large enough to
do this," stated Underwood.
The large change of schedule
does not make pre-regtstraUon
justifiable according to Under.
wood. Eastern experienci!d 1700

schedule changes from the 2900
students who pre-registered fall
quarter. Central had 800 changes
from the 500 students that regis.
tered under the present policy.
QUESTIONS ASKED
The present order of student
registration is under discussion. ·
The question, "Why not letfreshmen register first rather than
seniors," was raisect by Under..
wood.
Many seniors yvait till their
last year to take 100 courses.
Consequently these classes fill
early at registration and fres~
men are not able to take classes
designated for their class level.
Underwood asked, "Is it fair
for one freshman to end up
in a 100 course with 30 seniors?''
Registration that began with
the freshman would allow them
to take courses in sequence to
their grade standing. It would
help eliminate long lines, closed
classes, and competition with
upper classmen.
"It is not the procedure that
causes long lines and closed
classes at registration, but the
fact that there are not enough
openings to fill the needs of
the students," continued Under.
wood.

PROBLEMS FOWiD

"There are many problems
found in the various methods of
registration not seen by students
but very obvious to the depart.
ment chairmen and registrar,"
explained Underwood.

SGA Presents:

ASuper Colossal Spectacle

Victory!

Hurry
Hurry--

Chills!

-~/H,~~~

SGA Nominating Convention
Ja,n. 26, 27, 28 7:00 p.m.
McConnell Aud.

New Demo Prexy Eyes Dorms
Campus Young Democratswill
be led by political scientist Leslie Cotter, interim president
for the quarter.
Cotter, a political science
major, is taking over for Bruce
Caldwell. Caldwell is in Olympia paging for local state senator, Nat Washington.
Cotter believes that his club
has the structure of a good or·

ganization but that it is not
functioning as well as it might.
He wants to build it into a
more effective unit.
To this end, Cotter is trying to
SPot a member of the Y.D.s in
each dorm as organizers. First
goal will be dorm meetings fea,.
turing candidates from the SGA
elections to spotlight opinions
and platforms.

FLOWERS For All Occasions
FOR THAT SPECIAL'.
TOUCH CALL

925-5558

GO-GOing Gals

FREE DELIVERY

Ellensburg Floral Shop
Downtown Location-Next to the Post Office

In the swing of last week's Las Vegas Night are these gyrating GO-GO gals. Dancers are

(L-R) Florence "Flo" Peck, Chris Bloom, Barhl.ra Bate and Diane Simpson, all of Sue
Lomba.rd Hall. The girls provided pa.rt of the atmosphere and entertainment as students
gambled (fake money), drank (just punch), and had a 00.ll (r~l fun}. (Photo by Pete E1lund) .

Beck Hall Coed Visiting Proposal
Fails SGA legislature Decisively
Beck Hall's proPosal to allow
graduate level," Dean Rockey
said.
coed visiting hours in the men's
dorm rooms failed in the SGA
Sometime in the fut'Ul"e with
legislature last Monday night.
proper f acillties, if a need could
The proposal, authored by be demonstrated, and if the obvious disadvantages could be
Ross Jones of Beck Hall, would
out-weighed by even one legithave permitted women to visit
imate advantage, thenthe matter
Beck Hall rooms on Saturday
from 2 to 5 p.m. on an experimight be considered by the SG A
mental basis this quarter.
working with the administration,
A diversity of comments and
according to Don Wise, Dean of
Men Students.
opinions from both the administration and students on campus
were brought about by the proposal.
"I don't believe that Central ls
ready for this, and I don't be·
An international exchange ex.
lleve Beck Hall has the f acll·
ities for it," commented Mary· hiblt of art prints ls now being
belle Rockey, Dean of Women shown on the fouth floor of
Students.
Barge Hal~ and will continue
until Friday, Feb. 24.
Dean Rockey believes that the
"The exhibit is very reveal.
double rooms would mean that a
ing. It contains a variety of
student not receiving a guest
esthetlc
directions, of both
would fee 1 the need to go someFrench and foreign artists,"
where else when he might preaccording to Francois Adam,
fer not to.
a Parisian critic.
"Ideally, this type of thing
n11s e.ichiblt, entitled "France
would work out bestlnresldence
ill" ls being sponsored by the
halls with single rooms on the
Memorial Union of Oregon State
College in Corvallis. Included ls
a selection of prints made in
Parls by Dr. Gordon Gilkey.

Art Prints Display

Exhibited in Barge

Math students, does your MA- ME= -$?
If your Monthly Expenditures exceed your Monthly Allowance,
then an NB of C Special Checking account may be the answer
to the problem! Agreat way to organize your budget. No need to
carry excess cash. Learn how convenient and effective it is to
have your own personal checking account!

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

NOC

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corpomion

).\'.K REl".;SCH,

Man~r, El lensbur9 ·l>r .......,, ,,th and Pearl ·

CANDLELITE & GOLD
Dine Out

Donovan Coppock, instructor
in art, has a piece of sculp.
ture now on exhibit in Seattle.

PRE-INVENTORY

Friday & Saturday Nite

SHOE.SALE

In The

Fireside Room

MISSES

BEnER

Casual Flats

s599
• Soft dinner music
• Meals served 5-6 p.m.
• $.25 per person with
food permit
• $1.7 5 per person without
food permit
• For Rese_rvations
Call Sue Commons Office
963-1301 by 1:30 p.m.

"At the pre sent time I see
no Positive results from this
and many Potentially negative
results,"
commented Dean
Wise.
According to Jones, the ma,.
jority of men's residence halls
favored his proposal while the
women's dormitories were hesitant to accept it.
"I'm not in favor of it be·
cause I don't see any need for
it nor does Central have the
facilities for it," stated Sue
McKlnstry, president of Jennie
Moore Hall.
Mike Shimensky, president of
Sparks Hall, was in favor of the
proposal.
"Right now the boys miss a
homey feeling since there are
no women around, and I think it
would help the boys to watch
their language,'' commented Shi·
mensky.
Although the proposal was
turned down by the SGA legislature, Ross plans to consult with
the adminlstratlon in hapes of
petitioning it in the dorms and
then · setting up a booth with
bailot boxes for an opinion poll.
"I am optimistic about getting
support for the proPQsal~ but if
we can't get the necessary sup.
port, then I suppose the matter
will be dropped," stated Jones.

Casuals & Heels

$899

Pair

WOMEN'S

Pair

Men's Oxfords
AND

Snow Boots
KICKERINO

Casual Loafers

ss99 s1095

s999

to

t?~u.,a
Ruby

5th
&

~-7·

Pair

Shop
Friday

'til 9
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Basketballers Battle
Big Bend and Puhich

Swanson Butterfly Technique
Surging through the water with a smooth, powerful stroke is Wildcat merman Dick Swanson.
SWanson, a sophomore from Everett's Cascade High. School, i~ one Of Central Washington
(Photo by Craig Markham)
State College's top swimmers In his specialty, the butterfly.

a

Swim Team Travels to Face Tests
By KUGIE LOUIS
Assistant Sports Editor
A near-upset of pawerful Si· .
mon Fraser of Canada (51·53),
along with wins over Eastern
Washington State (69-34) and Pa•
cific Lutheran University(Sl-23)
started Central's swimmers off
on a favorable note last week·
end, incentive as they prepare
for a couple of tough dual en.
counters with the University of
British Columbia, tonight ( 6
p.m.) at Vancouver, B.C., and
Western tomorrow, January 21,
in Bellingham. Meet time Satur·
day is 2 p.m.
UBC INDIVIDUALLYSTRONG
Coach Gregson, happy over
his team's performance last
weekend here, feels UBC "is in·
dividually strong, but lacking in
depth. They were simply over·
pawered by Simon Fraser in
their meeting earlier this month.
"UBC's strength lies pri·
marily in two fellows, Gillespie
and Madden, who are good in
all events, particularly the but·
terfly, backstroke, and individ·
ual medley events. We are probably favored, but they'll make it
awfully tough on us, neverthe·
less."
SETS RECORD
Mark Morrill, who set a new
school and pool record in the
one-meter diving last Saturday
of 241.30 paints (he re-broke
the record he set Friday night

of 229. 75 paints) may not have It

all his way at UBC tonight. UBC
has recruited a diver from In·

diana State University, where
some of the best divers in the
nation are trained.
Either Ray Clark or Tom Davis
will back-up Morrill in this
event. Clark, who placed second
behind Morrill Friday night,
passed up the Saturday meet
because of a bad back. Davis,
diving in Clark's place, took ad·
vantage Of the opp0rtunity, com·
piling 200.30 points for his best
performance to date, good
enough for second place. Davis
is only a sophomore, as is Morrill.
VIKINGS EYE UPSET
Western' s team, probably the
most improved team in the con·
ference, hosts the 'Cats Saturday
in an effort to unseat the defend·
ing champions. The Vikings,
coming off a narrow loss to
always-tough UPS, hopes to pull
a few surprises on Gregson's
mermen. The meet figures to
be much closer than last year's
meeting between the two schools,
Central winning that one, 63-31.
SFU SINKS 'CATS
Jack Ridley fought off chal·
lenges from George Of Simon
Fraser to win his specialties,
the 50 and 100-yard freestyle
events, but it wasn't enough
as the visitors won seven of
the twelve events, including the
final relay to narrowly squeak

The Central Washington State
College freshman basketball
team will try to regroup forces
and get back in the winning
groove this weekend hosting a
pair of contests in Nicholson
Pav111on.
Tonight, the Wildcats take on
Big Bend Community College
and tomorrow evening go after
Puhtch Cleaners. Both games
start at 6 :00 p.m. and are preliminaries to the varsity games.
EYE VICTORY
- The yearling hoopstersareout
to put an end to
two game
losing streak. The frosh have
dropped contests to Seattle Pa.ciflc and Western Washington
State College on successive
weekends.
Coach Stan Sorenson's lineup
will include John Housden and
John Kearney or Marty McCarthy at forward, George Ben.
der at center and guards Btll.
North and Rob Htppt. The start.
tng five has enough injuries to
make one want to invest stock
in the Central Washington infirmary. Housd~n has an ailing
back and a bad ·h eel, Kearney
a . severely bruised shooting
hand, Bender also ha.s a sprained ankle, and Hippt ts nursing
a bad cold. North received a

by the Wildcats last Friday in
Ellensburg, handing the 'Cats
their first loss of the young
season. In the same pool at
the same time Central consol·
ately swept past Eastern, 69-34
for their first win.
Highlight Of the meet was Mor·
rill's record-breakingexhlbition
in diving, a performance almost
necessary to beat Clark, close
behind in second place with
209.30 points.
Ridley combined with Tinius,
Wilson, and Skaar for a quick
surprise, a victory over SFU
in the 400-yard medley relay,
the meet's first event.
In Saturday's thrashing of
PLU, coach Gregson held out
some of his veterans in many
events, but received outstand·
ing performances from his
freshmen to make it a one·
sided affair all the way. Central,
in all, won ten of twelve events,
placing 2·3 in the other two.
Gregson had special praise
for Don McPherson, Mark Fair·
shter, Jim O'Brien, and Larry
Skaar of· the freshmen, Central's
hopes of the future.
Individual winners Saturday in·
eluded: Tinius (1000 freestyle,_
and 200 backstroke); Jim Thom·
as (200 free); Fairshter (50
free); Ridley, ( 200 IM); Mor·
rill (diving); Jim O'Brien (500
free); ·Greg Wilson (200 breast);
and the 400-yard medley and 400·
yard freestyle relays.

painful blow to the chest in a
Monday scrimmage session.
COACH REMARKS
Sorenson had this to say about
tonight's game with Big Bend,
"I don't know much about Big
Bend <;::ollege, but I imagine
they'll be just as tough, U not
tougher than any opponents we
have faced thus far. If we are
not in top shape, we could be
in for a long night."
Saturday night, Puhtch Cleaners travels to Nicholson Pa.v u.
ion to take on the frosh squad.
Puhich ls loaded with veteran
players, and have gone up against
the likes of the Cheney Studs,
Federal Old Line, and CAYA.
REMAINDER OF SQUAD
The traveling squad and re.
malnder of the freshman basketball team includes forwards
Mike Halliday (Portsmouth N.H.
via Stephenville, Newfoundland),
Tom Plaisance (Foster, Seattle),
and Dave Winn (Olympia). Those
vying for the guard positions
are Marq Koslowsky (Lewis and
Clark, Spokane), Dave Gordon
(St. John), and Ron Harrell(Llncoln, Tacoma). Post man Wayne
Schomber (Issa(J1ah), and manager Jim Carvitto (Omak), round
out the team.

Independent Auto
~
Repair
~

FOREIGN AND DOMUTIC

TEXACO SERVICE
Kawasaki Motorcycles
603 N. MAIN-295-5539

Attention Students
the
funniest
greeting
cards
m
town

Discount Prices on
Gas, Oil, Parts, Accessories

When You Must Keep Alert
Whea you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than all
there . .. here's how to ~tay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-habit-forming.

VmTi
Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules
I

l

Bob's Richfield
&
Econo Wash

SEE OUR COMPLETE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS

•iilll IJerrol's

Across From the Rack N' Cue
On the Highway to the Ranch
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Wildcat Cagers Tangle with Pirates
By GREG BOLVI
Sp0rts Editor

straight victories, inost of them
by lopsided margins.
Both Central am Whitworth
have 2.0 records in Ev·Co play.

Central's Wildcats,freshfrom
a two game sweep of Western
Washington at Bellingham, fi.
nally return home for a two game
set with the high-fiying Whit.
worth Pirates tonight and
tomorrow.

In one game by tallying 51 against
the University of Redlands. The
Pirate ace .zero~ in for 16
field" goals and 19 free throws.
Rod McDonald's past perfor.
mances have earned him such
honors as Nft.IA District 1 first
team, Most Valuable Player in
the Carroll ·and Ev.co tipoff
tourneys, Gonzaga' s and Cen.
tral Washington's all opponent
team, Evergreen Conference
first team selection, and NAIA
Little All-American (honorable
mention).
Other starters among the sev.
en returning lettermen are Cla·
vard Jones (6·1 guard), Charlie
Nipp (5·11 guard), Foster Walsh
(6·3 forward), Frank Insell (5-9
guard), Bob Chamberlin (6·5
forward), and Dave Rhodes (6·6
forward).

McDONALD KEY
The key to Whitworth's hopes
for the Pirates' first Evergreen
Conference championship since
1961 rests on the shoulder_s of
big Rod McDonald, a 6' 5" 215
lb. senior center$
Last season, McDonald's third
year as a Pirate, he led his
team in field goals (211); field
goal percentage (59.3); free
throws (214); rebounds (365);
rebounds per game (25); scoring
(590); and scoring average
(22. 7)•
McDonald also set a league
record for most points scored

CATS RETURN
This will mark the first home
game of the 'Cats since Dec.
3, when Central Washington
overpowered Pacific Lutheran
83-56. The Wildcats picked a
good time to return to the friend.
ly maples of Nicholson Pavilion.
. Whitworth is currently the hot·
test team in the Evergreen Con.
ference, and has romped to seven

HOME DELIVERY

NICHOLSON WORRIED
Coach Dean Nicholson, obvi.
ously aware of the threat the
Pirates impose, had this to say
of the Wildcats' weekend foe,
"They are a tremendous team.
They do all things well - they
shoot - real well, score a lot,
rebound aggressively, and. play
tough defense."
"They have a big front line,
the starting front three aver.
ages 6' 5", and the guards are
cat quick. We're going to have
a real battle on our hands,"
Nicholson concluded.
Coach Nicholson will go with
the same starting lineup that
proved so successful in the 'Cats
pair of triumphs against Wes..
tern. That includes forwards
Glenn Smick and D.ave Benedict,
center Mel Cox and guards Ed
Rogel and Dan Bass.

VITAMILK
DAIRY
BE INDE.PENDENT
BUY INOEPENDENT
I

FRESH BREAD
&.EGGS
CALL

962-2700"
OR925-5728
.

24HOUR
PHONE SERVICE

-

R.F.D. 3 ELUNSBURG

y

"LOCALL ow~,.,
AND OPERATED"
CHUCK OGDON-0\f!,_.ER .

Up for Grabs
Dave Benedict (left) and ·stan Puhich (right) both give
an all-out effort in going after a rebound in Tuesday's
practice session. Both Puhich and Benedict have proved
themselves vital additions to Central's basketball plans,
and both men played Important parts in the Wildcats' two
wins over Western Washington State College in Belling·
ham last weekend.
(Staff photo by Craig Markham)

'66 Falcon Wagon ......
Automatic, . power
ranty

12095

steering, 9,700 miles, full new-car war-

'66 Comet Capri 4-Dr.

$2295

V-8, automatic, power steering, 11, 160 miles, warranty

'6:.D~e~:~'ftopMo·n·tcl~ir$3195
3 DAYS SUN., MON., TUES., FEB. 5-6-7
2 AWARD WINNING PICTURES

"1111~A£1
"~.~ ' - ' • AW;;~!:lmgetRff
"ANTHONY QUINN IS BRILLIANT!"
- Bosley Crowther. N.Y. Times

ANTHONY QUINN
ALAN-BATES·IRENE PAPAS
MlCHAELCACOYANNIS PRODUCTION

fully

equipped

including

air conditioning

'66 Ford Fairlane 500

_s2395

4-door, V-8, power steering and brakes, automatic, new
car warranty

'2595

'66 Mustang Hardtop .

V-8, power steering, automatic, radio, 2,500 miles, full
warranty

'65 Falcon 4-Dr•.........

_sl 895

V-8, automatic, power steering, low miles

Ke_
l leh.er Motor ·te>.
~ ancl Pearl_

BASS WINS HONOR
Bass, the 6·0 senior from
Issaquah was named NAIA Dis.
trict 1 "Player of the Week''
for the tremendous contributions
he made in Central's two league
victories last weekend. He was
espectally impressive on de.
fence.
Rogel, the soJ>'1omore trans.
fer from the University of Wash.
ington, scored 26 points in his
two outings at Bellingham and
played good ball on detense also.
Cox was his usual self, pull.
ing down bushels of rebounds,
scoring points, and harassing
the other team into errors.
Smick and Benedict also were
vital cogs in the CWSC basket.
ball machine. Smick scored 22
points and got several key re.
bounds. Benedict, the transfer
from Yakima Valley College,
scored 26 in his two game stint,
including 17 last Friday to take
game honors.
Stan Puhich and Dave Allen
came off the bench am filled
in admirably when called upon.
It will take the same kind
of effort, perhaps even to a
greater degree, when the Pi.
rates and the Wildcats go at
it if the 'Cats are going to
come out on top.
Tipoff time for both games
is 8:00 p.m.

Daves
Barber Shop
Open 9-6

.Sauna
~en9-9

Monday-Woman's Day

12-9

In The. Plaza

'CatS Eye Away Matches
130 and Roger Tenant at 123
By KUGIE LOUIS
also expect to give a good acAssistant Sports Editor
Well . broken in already this count of themselves tonight in
season, Central's wrestl~rs take the Queen City.
The UW's Moore will bepitted
to the road this week.end for
a pair of matches with the Uni- against the Wildcats' other Na.
versity of Washington in Seat. tional champion, Dennis War.
tie and Western Washington ren, at 145 pounds.
If Central can survive FriState in Bellingham. Both meet.
ings are scheduled to begin at day's · test, they will try for
victory number three in a row
7:30 p.m.
when they invade Vikingv1lle for
JV TEAM HERE
Saturday, January 21, while a match with Western.
the varsity is Bellingham, the SQUAnS EVENLY BALANCED
junior varsity squad, under the
To match Central's five re.
expert tutelage of Keith Shahan, , turning Conference titleholders,
graduate assistant to head coach Western will feature Joe Mont.
Eric .Beardsley, will entertain gomery at 137, Jim Chapman
Skagit Valley Junior College at 153, Ken Vandver at 123,
here in Ellensburg at 1 p.m. in Russ Killander at 167, and Gary
the Nicholson Pavilion.
Rassmusson at 177, all place.
The University of Washington finishers in the conference last
fielded a good freshman team
season.
last year, and with several pro.
GREAT MATCHES
mising junior college transfers,
In evidence of that statement
hope to a v~nge two humiliating
are
last week.. end's matches
defeats a year ago at the hands
which
excited large crowds in
of the Central grapplers.
Nicholson Pavilion Friday and
HUSKIES TALENTED
Last year, the 'Cats won 35. Saturday when Portland State
2, and 3106, over the Huskies. and Oregon State came to town.
Portland State's Vikings quickAt least two former high school
ly recorded pins in the first
champions from the frosh team
three matches and hung on to win
carry high hopes for the Seat.
by the narrowest of margins,
tle team, Bruce Schultz (137
18-17, in a match obviously dis.
pounds) and Jim Moore (145)o
appointing to the 'Cats and the
Vernon Merkley, Central's
crowd. Down 18-3 at one point,
best at 160 pounds, will receive
Central
needed at least two pins
a tough test from Jim Hodge of
to pull out a win, but gallant
the UW, a State JC Champ from
efforts by both Merkleys and
California. Merkley placed sixth
DeLay to pin their opponents
in the NA.IA Nationals last year
were to no a van as they set.
after capturing the Evergreen
tled for lop.sided decisions. With
Conference and District Noo 1
the score 18-12, Portland State
Titleso
decided to forfeit the final match.
Dallas DeLay, second.place
FANTASTIC ACHIEVEMENT
finisher at the Nationals, and
The next night, the Wildcats
surprise of the year last year
when he won the Conference at were not to be denied. Per.
191 pounds with three straight ennial champions of the P A.C.
pins, goesaga.instCharles Locke 8, Oregon State currently
at 177. Locke was second in regrets their trip to Ellens.
the Pa~-8 Championships last burg, as Beardsley's proud mat.
men became the first Washing.
year.
Defending National champion ton school ever to defeat a Doc.
tor Dale Thomas-coached team.
at 167 pounds is the younger
of the Merkleys, Lamoin, who Central did it, 17-11, marking
must face promising sophomore also the first time Beardsley
Jim Kennedy. Doug Smith at has beaten am. This accom.

pllshment is even more fantastic, considering Central has had
a wrestling program fewer years
than am has been defending Pacific Coast Champions.
TEAM STARS
Mike Turner (123), after bat.
tling valiantly for two rounds
with Rick Sanders ~f Portland
State, then succumbing in the
third round, came back Satur.
day night to hold a;u•s PAC.
8 cha.mp, Ron Iwasaki, to a 1-1
draw, giving his teammates the
momentum they needed.
Dennis Warren, Alan Johnson,
the Merkleys, and Leroy Werkhoven each recorded individual
wins to provide the margin of
victory. Werkhoven, unhappy at
not being able t.o perform Fridayj came out and dominated
OOU's tremendous strongman,
Mark Gartung, handing him a
6.1 defeat to send the fans home
satisfied they had seen some of
the best wrestlers in the na..
tion right here in Ellensburg,
most of them on Beardsley's
tea.mo
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Football Coach Returns
From Texas Grid Convention
Wildcat head football coach
Tom Parry recently returned
from a week in Houston Tex..,
where he attended the American
Football Coaches Associa.tlon
Conventlon.
Parry, who was selectedNAIA
"Coach of the Year" in the
state of Washington for the fine
job he did with Central Washington's young team stated, "It's
quite an affair t.o be associated
with, and I'm real proud I was
able to attend the convention.''

At the Coach of the YSl.r
banquet, Tom Cahill, hel.d coac!'l
of Army, was named major college "Coach of the Year," and
Dan Jesse was honored with
the same title for small schools ..
Jesse, who was the outgoing
president of the American Foot.
ball Coaches Association, re.
tired after 32 years of coaching.
Approximately 3,000 persons
attended the convention andfoot.
ball clinic.

Guitars from 5 1995
e TAPE RECORDERS• AMPJ.1.FIERS
• HIFI AND STEREOS • PIANOS AND,ORGANS
LARGE SELECTION OF SHEET MUSIC

Dorothy McCulough Music
THIRD AND PINE-CALL 925-2671

Announcing • • •

MISS CHRIS
THORGAARD
" ••• a New Singing

Sensation at Webster's

Appearing Nightly •••

FRIDAYS AND
SATURDAYS
"Enioy the Finest in Dinners"

WEBSTER'S
BRAND ROOM

Why write home and wait for an answer
when you can be there in ~erson tonight?
Especially with the new low rates effective after 8 P.M~
*Now station-to-station calls after 8 P. M. cost no more than $1.00 for 3 minutes. (For interstate calls, more than
220 airline miles within the continental U.S., Alaska & Hawaii excepted. Taxes not incl.) Make that call tonight.

ELLENSBURG ·.TELEPHONE CO.

..t

~~;:;~~~;;y,

January 20'
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. Rumrunners, Nazi Invade Campus ~=?c=~~:1tIDnb~'I a~~pr~:e!endof
Rock-N-Roll
The Rumrunners will play at
tonight's Crimson "W" spon.
sored dance to be held from 9-12
p .m. in the SUB Ballroom. Ad.
mission will be $1.00 stag, $1 .50
drag.

Week's End Films
The campus films for tonight
and Saturday night will be "The
Informer" and "Grapes of
Wrath.'' Next week's film fea.
tures will be "Shane" and
"Stagecoach." Films next week
will be held in Hertz Recital
Hall, not McConnell. Show times
are 7 and 10 p.m.

Sports Action _
Tbe Central Basketball team
hosts Whitworth both Fridayand
Satµrday nights in Nicholson Pa.
vilion.
Central's wrestlers go to the

University of Washington tonight
and to Western Washington
Saturday night.

Pajama Dancers
The Spur.sponsored pajama
dance will be held Saturday night,
Jan 21, 9-12p.m.intheSUBBa.ll.
room.. The land is The Lin·
coins.

Hertz Recital Hall at 8:15 p.m.

Teacher Ed. Exams
Teacher Education Admission
Examinations will be given Jan.
24, 25 .. and 26.

Curbstone Speaker
THE SGA Curbstone will be
in the SUB Cage at 1 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 24.

More Sports

String Concert
CWSC presents a concert by
the Philadelphia String Quartet
Tuesday, Jan. 23, · to be ileld in

January
Special

Foreign Film
The foreign film for Jan. 25
will be an English film entitled
"The Servant."

''Winter Wonderland''
North's "Winter Wonderland"
will be held Friday, Jan. 27
in the SUB Ballroom.

And More Sports

...

.

,,,"

;

.;

Campus
Beauty Parlor
In the Plaza

"I still will be active in a
few activities concerning SGA,
the Symposium, and New St~
dent Week Planning Commit.
tee," continued Cooper.
"It has been my privilege to
have served our association in
my capacities during the past
years, culminating this year in
the office of Executive Vice.
President," concluded Cooper.

Last Withdrawal Day
Wednesday, Jan. 25, is the last
day to withdraw from classes
with an assured "W".

The SGA Nominating Conven.
tion will be held Jan. 26, 27,
and 28 atMcConnellAuditorium.

Body Permanent

925~9595

George Lincoln Rockwell,
Commander of the American
Nazi Party, will address the
students of CWSC Tuesday, Jan.
24, at 4 p.m. in McConnell Aud.
itorium.

SGA Political Convention

Central wrestlers will host
the University of Washington
here Jan. 27. Jan. 28 they will
travel to Eastem Washington.
The Central Basketball team
will travel to Eastern Washing.
ton State College for both Fri.
day, Jan. 27, and Saturday, Jan.
28.

Campus ~adio on War
Monday, Jan. 29, Central's ra.
dio station, KCWS, will begin a
weekly lectur0. series entitled
''War~ Instrument of Change or
Invitation to Disaster?"

AUSTIN COOPER
Feeling the pres :1..i:~

One Fifth Face Probation,
Buttons And Munro Highest
A little less than one out of
five Central students are start·
ing out this quarter on probai.
. tion, according to the Dean of
studeg.ts' office.
However, the high accumulat·
ive scholastic records fall quar·
ter were set by Buttons Apts.
in the women's division, with an
average of 2. 76. Munro in the
men's group had a dorm average of 2.45.
Between the two co-op houses,
Elwood averaged higher with
2.46 and Middleton. received
2.34.
In an upcoming banquet, the
Dean's Awards for scholastic
leadership from the Dean of
Men's office, will be awarded
to Munro and Elwood. In the
_ large dorm division, North Hall
has received this traveling trophy for the last three quar·
ters.
Second and third place leaders in the women's group were
Glyndauer, 2.55 and Meisner

Your Hardest
Campaign Worker is
the

Campus
Crier
Let our Ad layout specialists
assist you in "selling" your
candidate.

my career as ari undergraduate
student, and I find the pressure
of academic respansibilities
such that I will no longer have
the time available to adequately
fulfill the duties and obligations
of the office," Cooper stated
in his letter to Kinsey.
Cooper said he waited till this date to submit his resignation
because he felt he has now
completed all of the major projects and major responsibilities
of his job, and that he has ac.
complished a great deal of what
he set out to do when fir st
taking the position.

Nazi Chief Speaks

Central's swim team goes to
British Columbia tonight and to
Western Washington Saturday
night.
Central's J.V. Wreslling team
hosts Skagit Valley Saturday,
Jan. 21, at 1 p.m.
Monday, Jan. 23, the Central
Basketball team hosts Seattle
Pacific hereo

s12so inc. styling

from the office of SGA Executive Vice-President, effective
Monday, January 16, 1967, has
been submitted to President John
Kinsey.

with 2.50. In the men's dorms
Beck was second with 2.34 and
Muzzall claimed third with 2.300
The other women's dorms in·
elude Anderson, 2.49; Hitchcock,
2.48; Wilson, 2.43; Sue Lombard,
2.42; Courson, 2.40; Jennie
Moore, 2.40; Davies, 2o36; Ko·
mola, 2.35; Munson, 2.23; and
Kennedy, 2.14.
· Men's dorms accumulative
records were: Whitney, 2.28;
Stephens, 2.26; Sparks, . 2.21;
Barto, 2.17; North, 2.15; Car·
mody, 2.14; and Quigley, 2.09.
As a whole, the women's dorms
averaged higher than the men's.
However, the off campus groups
scored higher than thewomen's.
Off campus commuters averaged ' the highest grades of all
of Central's groups, with 2.94.
The College Apartments averaged 2.80; The Duplex Apart.
ments, 2.80; The-Campus Courts,
2.73; Hickey, 2.65andtheother
oft campus students averaged
2.59.

maverick steak houses
11 a.m. - 9 p.m• . Seven Days

Student Spe~ial
King Size Hamburgers~
Fries, Shake

79 4
Local USDA Choice T-Bone ....... s2.29

Crier Office - 963-1 201

Plan Ahead

Served with French Fries and Roll or Baked Potato, Sour Cream, arid Roll.

Chili

Burgers

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $.69

Monday Night Special
Top Slrloln ... ... .... .... .. .... .... .. ..... .... ...... .$.99
Chllclren's Portion ... .. .. ............ ...... ... ... .A9
Includes Baked or French Fried Potatoes, Roll and
Butter

